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Publishing reimagined.

An award-winning independent, global fiction publishing house launched in
February 2019, with its first titles published in August 2019.
Boldwood has now sold over 6 million books globally across all formats and has
signed nearly 80 authors to the list with considerable bestselling success, including
over 60 international Top 10 bestsellers. 90% of the Boldwood author list have
featured on the global Top 100 bestseller charts in the past year.
Based on the principles of a true partnership with authors and team members, we
guarantee global simultaneous publishing in all formats - eBook, audiobook (digital
and physical) and print across all English language territories. All the authors are
signed on multi-book deals, reflecting the Boldwood commitment to building
author careers, with every title receiving guaranteed paid digital advertising. The list
represents all commercial fiction genres - from women's fiction to crime and
thriller. It reflects writers at all stages of their career: debutants; well-established;
and those seeking refocus.
Founded by a team with over 80 years success in fiction publishing, Boldwood is
innovative but experienced, fearless but responsible, and lots of fun!

by Numbers
3 years since launch; 2020 first full year of publishing
10 team members
74 authors signed on multi-book deals
200+ titles published
6m books sold
7 titles sold over 100k units
1 title sold over 200k units
10 formats available for every title on publication date
40% of eBook revenue from outside the UK
25% turnover derived from print
60 Global Top 10s in eBook
90% of authors featured on the global Top 100 bestseller charts
250k 5* Amazon reviews
30k social media followers
22 translation deals; 1 TV deal
5 Global Top 20s in Audible charts
2 Trade Award wins
2 USA TODAY bestsellers

Women’s Fiction

Jo Bartlett

Jo Bartlett is the top 10 bestselling author of nineteen women’s fiction titles. Her
Cornish Midwife series has now sold nearly 200k copies. Her new Seabreeze Farm
series will start in April 2022 and will run alongside the Midwife series. She fits her
writing in between her two-day jobs as an educational consultant and
university lecturer and lives with her family and three dogs on the Kent coast.
A Spring Surprise for the Cornish Midwife – published January 2022
Praise for Jo Bartlett:
‘Stunning setting, wonderful characters, and oozing with warmth. A triumph
from Jo Bartlett’ Jessica Redland
• Jo Bartlett has sold
over 175,000 copies.
• All the Midwife
series have been
UK bestsellers
• 11 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available,
excluding Italian
(Newton Compton)

'Perfectly written and set in the beating heart of a community, this story is a wonderful
slice of Cornish escapism.' Helen J Rolfe
'I'm never disappointed by a Jo Bartlett book’ Reader Review

Published
October
2021

Published
July 2021

Published
April 2021

Publishing
April 2022

Women’s Fiction

Sarah Bennett
Sarah Bennett is the bestselling author of several romantic fiction trilogies, including
those set in Butterfly Cove and Lavender Bay. Born and raised in a military family, she is
happily married to her own Officer and when not reading or writing enjoys sailing the
high seas.
Love Blooms at Mermaids Point – published March 2022
Praise for Sarah Bennett:
'A joy from start to finish. A glorious romance full of family and community with a
delicious cast of characters and a heart-warming setting.' Jules Wake

• Sarah Bennett has
sold over 300,000
copies worldwide
• The first book in the
series was a top 30
UK bestseller
• 4 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available,
excluding Italian
(Newton Compton)

‘I inhaled this book in two days. Absolutely gorgeous. Sarah Bennett is back, and better
than ever!’ Rachel Burton
’Delightfully romantic and touching.’ Phillipa Ashley

Published
November
2021

Published
September
2021

Published
March 2020

Women’s Fiction

Jennifer Bohnet

Jennifer Bohnet is the bestselling author of over 10 women's fiction novels,
including Villa of Sun and Secrets and A French Affair. She is originally from the West
Country but now lives in the wilds of rural Brittany, France.
Villa of Second Chances – published March 2022
Praise for Jennifer Bohnet:
'Unputdownable, a heart-warming story of love, family and friendship in the
glorious south of France. What’s not to love!' Lucy Coleman
• Jennifer Bohnet has
sold over 400,000
copies
• #1 bestseller in Canada,
#3 Australia, top 30 US
and UK
• 12 books under
contract
• Danish (Gyldendal),
Italian (Newton
Compton), Norwegian
(Cappelen Damm) and
Slovenia (GIKS) rights
sold – all other
translation rights
available

‘I couldn’t stop myself from turning the pages and read it in one sitting. I absolutely
loved it. Highly recommended!' Alison Sherlock
'A lovely, uplifting, summery read. ' Lisa Hobman

Published
August 2019

Published
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Published
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Published
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Published
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Published
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Women’s Fiction

Kate Frost

Kate Frost is the author of several bestselling romantic escape novels including
The Greek Heart and The Love Island Bookshop. She lives in Bristol and is the
Director of Storytale Festival, a book festival for children and teens she cofounded in 2019.
One Greek Summer – published March 2022
Praise for Kate Frost:

• 6 books under contract
• World Translation
Rights available

'If you are looking for a perfect dose of summer sunshine, this is the book for you!'
Sarah Bennett
'Kate Frost has a talent for telling a wonderful story.’ Reader review
'If you’ve never read a Kate Frost book, then treat yourself as you’ve stumbled
across a gem of an author who deserves to have accolades as a regular best-selling
author.’ Reader review
'Thank you, Kate Frost (again) for taking away all the stresses and strains of daily
life whilst losing myself in a wonderful romantic read.’ Reader review

Women’s Fiction

Shari Low
Shari Low is the #1, million-copy bestselling author of over 20 novels, including My One
Month Marriage, One Day In Summer and a collection of parenthood memories
called Because Mummy Said So. She lives near Glasgow. Her books have been published in
Germany (Lubbe), Poland (Merlin), Estonia (Ersen) and Italy (Newton Compton).
The Story of Our Secrets – published November 2021
Praise for Shari Low:
‘Totally captivating and it felt like I'd lost a new best friend when it came to the end.’
Closer

• #1 bestseller in UK and
Australia, top 30 bestseller ‘Great fun from start to finish.’ Jenny Colgan
in US
• Over 100,000 copies sold of 'Funny, warm and insightful.' Dorothy Koomson
both My One Month
Marriage and One Day in
Summer
• 8 books under contract
• Italian rights sold (Newton
Compton) and Estonian
Published
Published
rights sold (Ersen) – all
January
June
other translation rights
2020
2020
available

Published
January
2021

Published
April
2022

Published
June
2021

Published
September
2020

Women’s Fiction

Jessica Redland
Jessica Redland is the bestselling author of thirteen novels which are set around
the fictional locations of Whitsborough Bay and Hedgehog Hollow. Inspired by
her hometown of Scarborough, she writes uplifting women’s fiction which has
garnered many devoted fans.
A Wedding at Hedgehog Hollow – published January 2022
Praise for Jessica Redland:
'I loved my trip to Hedgehog Hollow. An emotional read, full of twists and turns'
Heidi Swain

• Jessica Redland has sold
500,000 copies in 2 years
• Top 10 bestseller in
Australia and Canada,
top 20 UK and US
• 21 books under contract
• Italian (Newton
Compton) and Swedish
(Lavender Lit) rights
sold – all other
translation rights
available

Standalone novels:

The Welcome To Whitsborough Series:

The Starfish Café Series:

The Hedgehog Hollow Series:

Women’s Fiction

Helen Rolfe
Helen Rolfe is the author of many bestselling contemporary women's fiction
titles, set in different locations from the Cotswolds to New York. Most recently
published by Orion, she is bringing sixteen titles to Boldwood - a mixture of new
series and well- established backlist. She lives in Hertfordshire with her husband
and children.
Coming Home to Heritage Cove – publishing April 2022
Praise for Helen Rolfe:

• 16 books under contract
• International bestseller
• World Translation
Rights available

‘I really loved this book. I fully intended to save it for the long bank holiday
weekend, to be enjoyed leisurely over a few days, but I ended up devouring it all
in just two sittings…’ Jo Bartlett
‘Helen J Rolfe is an absolute specialist at building cosy communities and making
me want to live there. I want the characters as my friends!’ Sue Moorcroft

Publishing
April 2022

Women’s Fiction

Alison Sherlock
Alison Sherlock is the author of the bestselling Willow Tree Hall books.
Alison enjoyed reading and writing stories from an early age and gave up
office life to follow her dream. Her series for Boldwood is set in a fictional
Cotswold Village.
The Village of Happy Ever Afters – published March 2022
Praise for Alison Sherlock:
'Glorious escapism. Uplifting, heartwarming and joyful, Alison Sherlock
writes with a warmth and lightness of touch' Kerry Fisher

• Alison Sherlock has
sold over 100,000
copies
• Top 40 bestseller in
the UK, top 100
Australia
• 8 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available,
excluding Italian
(Newton Compton)

'A lovely story of finding yourself and discovering what home means. I
couldn’t stop turning the pages. Loved it.' Jessica Redland
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Published
July
2020

Published
July
2020

Women’s Fiction

Jill Steeples
Jill Steeples is the author of many successful women’s fiction titles – most
recently the Dog and Duck series - all set in the close communities of
picturesque English villages. She lives in Bedfordshire.
Starting Over at Primrose Woods – published February 2022
Praise for Jill Steeples:
‘A feel-good story full of laughs, romance and caring with a few surprises
along the way. This book is just what you need when the sun is shining on a
chilly spring day.’

• Alison Sherlock has
sold over 100,000
copies
• Top 40 bestseller in
the UK, top 100
Australia
• 4 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

‘Jill Steeples writing has a nice fast pace and a great easy flow. I love the
feelgood factor of her stories. They always manage to put a big smile on my
face.’

Published
May 2022

Women’s Fiction

Clare Swatman
Clare Swatman is the author of three women’s fiction novels, published by
Macmillan, which have been translated into over 20 languages. She has
been a journalist for over twenty years, writing for Bella and Woman &
Home amongst many other magazines. She lives in Hertfordshire.
Before We Grow Old – published January 2022
Praise for Clare Swatman:
'Before We Grow Old is an unashamedly big, life-affirming, tear-jerking love
story. Beautifully told, characters Fran and Will had me from the first page,
and crying buckets by the last ! Just gorgeous.' Katy Regan

• Top 50 in the UK
since publication
• 6 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

'A beautifully written tale of enduring love' - Rowan Coleman
'Irresistible . . . A delightfully bittersweet story that will appeal to fans of One
Day' - Sunday Mirror
Published
June 2022

Women’s Fiction

Georgina Troy
Georgina Troy writes bestselling uplifting romantic escapes and sets her
novels on the island of Jersey where she was born and has lived for most of
her life. She has done a twelve-book deal with Boldwood, including backlist
titles, and the first book in her Sunshine Island series will be published in
May 2022.
Finding Love on Sunshine Island – publishing May 2022
Praise for Georgina Troy:
'A gorgeous beachside setting, divine ice-cream sundaes, and a scorching
summer love story - this book has it all!' Christina Jones

• 12 books contracted
• World translation
rights available

'I thoroughly enjoyed spending time in this charming, evocative story. It's a
perfect book to enjoy by the pool, in the sunshine, with a glass of Prosecco!'
Kirsty Greenwood
'A wonderfully warm and sweet summer read' Karen Clarke

Romantic Comedy

Simone Goodman

Simone Goodman is CFO at one of the fastest growing tech companies in Europe. She is
Australian and lives in London with her daughters and her two cats.
Look At Me Now – published November 2019
Praise for Simone Goodman:
‘Funny, romantic, uplifting’ Reader Review
'It’s romantic. It’s funny. It’s heart warming. It’s everything I want from a good chick-lit.’
Reader Review
• 3 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

'Funny, clever and super relatable.’ Reader Review
‘I absolutely loved this book! The London setting brought back some wonderful memories,
and I found myself caught up in Gracie's journey of self-discovery. ’ Reader Review

Romantic Comedy

Portia MacIntosh
Portia MacIntosh is a bestselling romantic comedy author of over 15 novels,
including The Plus One Pact and Stuck On You. Portia was shortlisted in both
2020 and 2022 for an RNA Award. Previously a music journalist, Portia writes
hilarious stories, drawing on her real life experiences.
No Ex Before Marriage – published January 2022
Praise for Portia MacIntosh:
'A hilarious, roaringly fun, feel good, sexy read. I LOVED it!' Holly Martin
'Super-romantic and full of festive spirit. I loved it!' Mandy Baggot

• Portia MacIntosh has
sold over 500,000 copies
• Top 20 bestseller in the
UK and Canada, #3 in
Australia top 100 in the
US
• 25 books under contract
• Italian rights (Dri
Editore) and (Newton
Compton) sold, but all
other translation rights
available
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Romantic Comedy

Leonie Mack

Leonie Mack is a debut romantic novelist. Having lived in London for many years, her home
is now in Germany with her husband and three children. Leonie loves train travel, medieval
towns, hiking and happy endings!
We’ll Always Have Venice – publishing April 2022
Praise for Leonie Mack:
'Wonderfully romantic - the perfect summer read' Sandy Barker
‘I love, love, loved this book!’ Reader Review

• Top 50 bestseller in
Australia and
Canada
• 6 books under
contract
• Italian rights sold
(Newton Compton)
but all other rights
available

‘This is a beautiful story of how very different people, each hurting in their own way, can be
brought together in a phenomenal way.’ Reader Review

Published
May 2021

Published
September 2020

Published
November 2021

Romantic Comedy

Maxine Morrey
Maxine Morrey is a bestselling romantic comedy author with eight books to her
name, including Winter’s Fairytale and the top ten hit, The Christmas Project. She
lives in West Sussex.
You Only Live Once - publishing June 2022
Praise for Maxine Morrey:
'A lovely story that kept me turning the pages' Jules Wake

•
•
•
•

Maxine Morrey has
sold over 100,000
copies
Top 10 UK bestseller
8 books under
contract
World translation
rights available

'An uplifting read that stops you in your tracks and makes you wonder "....but
what if?" Absorbing, funny and oh-so-romantic, I loved every page!' Rachel
Burton
'A super sweet read, guaranteed to warm any winter evening' Samantha Tonge

Published
November
2020

Published
November
2019

Published
May 2021
Published
April
2020

Historical Romance

Jina Bacarr

Jina Bacarr is a US-based historical romance author of over 10 previous books.
She has been a screenwriter, journalist and news reporter, but now writes fulltime and lives in LA. Jina’s novels have been sold in 9 territories: Czech Republic,
France (Harlequin France), Germany (Cora Verlag), Holland (Harlequin NL),
Italy (HarperCollins Italia), Poland (HarperCollins Poland), Russia and Spain
(HarperCollins Iberica).
The Lost Girl in Paris – published November 2021
Praise for Jina Bacarr:
'Perfect for anyone who loves a holiday romance brimming with mistletoe, hope,
and what ifs.' Andie Newton, author of The Girl I Left Behind
• Top 20 bestseller in
Canada and
Australia
• Top 100 bestseller
in UK and US
• 4 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

‘This was my first book to have read by this author but she managed to take me
on an epic journey with her characters which I totally fell in love with. I loved,
loved this book so much!... A mesmerising romance.’ NetGalley Reviewer

Published
October
2020

Published
October
2019

Published
March 2020

Historical Fiction

AnneMarie Brear

AnneMarie Brear is the bestselling historical fiction writer of over twenty
novels. She lives in the Southern Highlands in NSW and has spent many
years visiting and working in the UK. Her books are mainly set in
Yorkshire, from where her family hails, and Australia, between the
nineteenth century and WWI.
The Orphan in the Peacock Shawl – published November 2021
Praise for AnneMarie Brear:
• Top 20 bestseller in
UK, US, Australia
and Canada
• 3 books contracted
• World Translation
Rights available

'Poignant, powerful and searingly emotional, AnneMarie Brear stands
shoulder to shoulder with the finest works by some of the genre’s greatest
writers such as Catherine Cookson, Audrey Howard and Rosamunde
Pilcher.'

Historical Fiction

Fenella J. Miller

Fenella J. Miller is the bestselling writer of over eighteen historical sagas. She
also has a passion for Regency romantic adventures and has published over fifty
to great acclaim. Her father was a Yorkshireman and her mother the daughter of
a Rajah. She lives in a small village in Essex with her British Shorthair cat.
The War Girls of Goodwill House – published January 2022
Praise for Fenella J. Miller:
'Engaging characters and setting which whisks you back the home front of
wartime Britain. A great start to what promises to be a fabulous series.’ Bestselling
author Jean Fullerton
• Top 100 in US, UK,
Australia and
Canada
• 8 books contracted
• World translation
rights available

Publishing
April 2022

Historical Fiction

MJ Porter

MJ Porter is the author of many historical novels set predominantly in Seventh
to Eleventh-Century England, and in Viking Age Denmark. Raised in the
shadow of a building that was believed to house the bones of long-dead Kings of
Mercia, meant that the author's writing destiny was set.
Son of Mercia – published February 2022
Praise for MJ Porter:
'MJ Porter recounts a sensitive, reluctant hero's coming-of-age within a Dark Age
realm riven by chaos and conflict' Bestselling author Matthew Harffy
• 4 titles contracted
• World translation
rights available

'Wonderful to read and hard to put down' Reader review

Publishing
June 2022

Book Club

Amanda Brookfield
Amanda Brookfield is the bestselling author of over 15 novels, including Relative Love and
Good Girls, and a memoir, For the Love of a Dog, starring her Golden Doodle Mabel. She
lives in London. Her books have been published in Germany (Piper Verlag,
Verlagsgruppe), Holland (Unieboek), Norway (Cappelen Damm) and Latvia (Kontinents).
The Other Woman – published October 2020
Praise for Amanda Brookfield:
'An engaging, emotionally-charged and intriguing story' Michelle Gorman

• Amanda Brookfield
has sold over 750,000
copies
• Top 20 bestseller in
Canada
• 5 books under
contract
• Norwegian rights
sold (Cappelen
Damm) – all other
World translation
rights available

‘No one gets to the heart of human relationships quite so perceptively as Brookfield.' The
Mirror

Published
October
2019

Book Club

Giselle Green
Giselle Green is an award-winning, bestselling contemporary women's fiction author. Mum
to six boys, (half of whom have flown the nest), and owner of one bright orange-andcinnamon canary who hopefully never will, Giselle enjoys creating emotionally-gripping
storylines about family and relationships.
The Girl You Forgot - published August 2020
Praise for Giselle Green:
'A moving novel that had me gripped from the start' Bella Andre, New York Times bestselling
author of The Sullivans

• Top 50 bestseller in
the US, Australia
and Canada
• 1 book under
contract
• World translation
rights available

'WOW! The Girl You Forgot is easily the best book I have read this year!’ Reader Review
'A heart-wrenching love story that will haunt readers long after the last page is turned,
Giselle Green’s The Girl You Forgot is a must-read for fans of Jojo Moyes’ Me Before You.’ Reader
Review
'This is a wonderful, heartfelt story that will stay with you for a long time.’ Reader Review

Book Club

Fiona Higgins
Fiona Higgins is the author of three previous novels: Fearless, Wife on the Run, The Mothers’
Group as well as a memoir, Love in the Age of Drought. Her novels have been translated
internationally in the Netherlands, France, Germany, Spain and Estonia.
An Unusual Boy - published October 2020
Praise for Fiona Higgins:
'An Unusual Boy is the gripping tale of an exceptional, misunderstood child. I found myself
glued to this book from start to finish. While reading it, you can’t help but become Jackson’s
mother, and the mother of every child who is misunderstood in our society. This book will
get people talking for sure.' Sally Hepworth

• A USA Today
Bestseller
• 75,000 copies sold
• #4 US bestseller,
#2 Australia, top
50 UK and Canada
• 1 book under
contract
• World translation
rights available
• Slovenia rights
sold (DESK)

'An Unusual Boy is the unforgettable story of an exceptional child and his flawed but loving
family, told with Fiona Higgin's characteristic intelligence, deep empathy and insight.'
Virginia Lloyd
'An Unusual Boy is a beautifully-written book and a page-turner, but it’s the powerful
descriptions of family relationships and friendship, both toxic and supportive, that will stay
with me. Ultimately uplifting and hugely emotional, this is a wonderful and unusual book.’
Louise Douglas

Crime and
Thriller

Heather Atkinson
Heather Atkinson is the author of over fifty books, predominantly in the crime fiction
genre. Despite being Lancashire born and bred, she now lives with her family, including
twin teenage daughters, on the beautiful west coast of Scotland. Her gangland series for
Boldwood, set on the fictional Gallowburn estate in Glasgow, began with Blood Brothers.
Boldwood are publishing the first of her new Victorian mystery series, The Missing Girls
of Alardyce House, in June 2022
The Missing Girls of Alardyce House – publishing June 2022
Praise for Heather Atkinson:

• 14 books under
contract
• Blood Brothers and
Bad Blood were both
Kindle UK top 100
bestsellers on
publication day
• World translation
rights available
• New Victorian
gothic mystery
series publishing
2022

‘Another brilliant book from Heather...she really is one of the best in the business.’ Reader
Review
'I have read ALL Heather Atkinson's books. They are all fantastic.’ Reader Review
'All Heather's books are action packed and have you on edge.’ Reader Review

Published
June
2021

Published
December
2020

Published
December
2021

Published
May
2022

Crime and
Thriller

Edie Baylis
Edie Baylis is a successful self-published author of dark gritty thrillers with
violent background settings. She lives in Worcestershire, has a history of
owning daft cars and several motorbikes and is licensed to run a pub. She has
signed a five-book deal with Boldwood.
Fallout – publishing May 2022
Praise for Edie Baylis:

• 5 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

Edie Baylis has produced another fantastic gangland read. I loved the
characters and was gripped from the first page. A massive 5 stars! Bestselling
author Caz Finlay

Published
January
2022

Crime and
Thriller

Catherine Coles
Catherine Coles writes bestselling cosy mysteries set in the English countryside.
Her extremely popular Tommy & Evelyn Christie series is based in North Yorkshire
in the 1920’s and Catherine herself lives in Hull with her family and two spoiled
dogs. The first title in her new Martha Miller Mysteries series for Boldwood will be
published in March 2022.
Poison at the Village Show – published March 2022
Praise for Catherine Coles:

‘A fabulous start to a brand new mystery series!’ Reader Review
• 6 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

This delightful book is best enjoyed by the fire with a cup of tea and a scone.’
Reader Review

Publishing
July 2022

Crime and
Thriller

Frances Evesham
Frances Evesham is the author of the hugely successful Exham-on-Sea murder
mysteries set in her home county of Somerset. Frances also writes the Ham Hill
Murder Mysteries, set in rural Herefordshire.
A Harvest Murder - publishing June 2022
Praise for Frances Evesham:
'I loved A Village Murder and its setting. It kept surprising me!' Faith Martin, #1 bestselling
author

• Frances Evesham is a Top
10 bestseller in Canada,
top 20 in the US and top
40 bestseller in UK and
Australia
• 300,000 units sold
globally of the Exham-onSea series
• 11 books under contract
• World translation rights
available. Czech rights
sold
• TV Rights Sold

The Exham-On-Sea Murder Mysteries:

The Ham Hill Murder Mysteries:
Published
June
2020

Crime and
Thriller

Kirsty Ferguson
Kirsty Ferguson is an Australian crime writer whose domestic noir stories centre around
strong women and dark topical themes. Kirsty enjoys photography, visiting haunted
buildings and spending time with her son.
Who Do You Trust? – published March 2021
Praise for Kirsty Ferguson:
‘A brilliant exploration of twisted family ties, the lengths we go to to protect the people we
love and the evil repercussions of dangerous decisions from a storyteller who knows how
to keep her readers on the edge of their seats.’ Reader Review

• All of Kirsty
Ferguson’s books
have been a top 100
bestseller in
Australia
• 3 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

‘The ending was far from anything I was expecting. I was completely shocked and don't
think there was anything that I could've read that would've made me figure it out....even a
little.’ Reader Review

Published
June
2020

Published
November
2020

Crime and
Thriller

Gillian Godden
Gillian Godden is a brilliantly reviewed writer of gangland fiction as well as a full-time
NHS Key Worker in Hull. She lived in London for over thirty years, where she sets her
thrillers, and during this time worked in various stripper pubs and venues
which have inspired her stories. She has signed a six-book contract with Boldwood
for a new series. In addition, Boldwood will be reissuing her five backlist titles.
Diamond Geezer – published February 2022
Praise for Gillian Godden:
‘Gillian Godden has done it again. Another gripping, fascinating and compelling story.
You can’t help loving her ‘villains’ they are such characters.’ Reader Review

•
•

11 books under
contract
World translation
rights available

‘This book was excellent, I couldn't put it down. Gillian is a great writer, I’ve read all her
books and don't want them to finish. Truly great reads.’ Reader Review

Published
July
2021

Published
October
2021

Publishing
April
2022

Publishing
June
2022

Crime and
Thriller

Mary Grand
Mary Grand is the author of five novels and writes gripping, page-turning suspense, with
a dark and often murderous underside. She grew up in Wales, worked as a teacher for
deaf children for many years in Croydon and Hastings and now lives on the Isle of Wight
where her novels are set.
Good Neighbours – publishing May 2022
Praise for Mary Grand:
'A brilliantly clever read and one to remember.’ Reader Review

• The House Party has
sold over 50,000
copies
• Both books have
been top 100
bestsellers in the
UK, US, Canada
and Australia
• 3 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

'This is a great book that sucks you in right from the start. Plenty of twists and turns and
suspense. Unexpected ending that I didn't see coming.’ Reader Review
'Truly a great puzzler with a superb ending! I HIGHLY Recommend!!!’ Reader Review

Published
July
2020

Published
June
2021

Crime and
Thriller

Ross Greenwood
Ross Greenwood is the bestselling author of crime thrillers. Before becoming a
full-time writer, he was most recently a prison oﬃcer and so worked everyday
with murderers, rapists and thieves for four years. He lives in Peterborough.

The Fire Killer – publishing May 2022
Praise for Ross Greenwood:

• The DI Barton series
has sold over 200,000
copies globally, with
chart success in the
UK, US, Australia and
Canada
• 10 books under
contract
• Italian rights sold
(Newton Compton) –
all other translation
rights available

'Move over Rebus and Morse; a new entry has joined the list of great crime
investigators in the form of Detective Inspector John Barton. A rich cast of
characters and an explosive plot kept me turning the pages until the
final dramatic twist.' Richard Burke, author
'Ross Greenwood doesn’t write clichés. What he has written here is a fastpaced, action-filled puzzle with believable characters that's spiced with a lot
of humour.' author Kath Middleton
Published
May 2020

Published
April 2021
Published
November
2019

Published
November
2021
Published
November
2020

Crime and
Thriller

Evie Hunter
Evie Hunter has written a great many successful regency romances as Wendy
Soliman and is now redirecting her talents to produce dark gritty thrillers for
Boldwood. For the past twenty years she has lived the life of a nomad, roaming
the world on interesting forms of transport, but has now settled back in the UK.
The Chase – publishing June 2022
Praise for Evie Hunter:
‘Evie Hunter’s The Fall is a gritty, hard-hitting and shocking thriller where the
pace never flags and the twists and turns will keep readers on the edge of their
seats barely able to catch their breath.’ Reader Review

• 6 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

‘The plot is perfectly planned and carried out with lots of drama, intrigue and
excitement, and I got so involved with the action that I couldn’t stop reading and
once started I devoured the entire book in less than a day.’ Reader Review

Published
September
2021

Published
February
2022

Crime and
Thriller

Kerry Kaya
Kerry Kaya is the hugely popular author of Essex-based gritty gangland thrillers with
strong family dynamics. She grew up on one of the largest council estates in the UK,
where she sets her novels. She also works full-time in a busy maternity department for
the NHS. She has signed a nine-book deal with Boldwood for both new and backlist
titles.
The Reckoning – publishing May 2022
Praise for Kerry Kaya:
'If you like Martina Cole and Kimberley Chambers then you will like Kerry Kaya!’
Reader Review

• 9 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

Published
July 2021

'A fantastic story from start to finish. Enthralling, exciting and a brilliant read’ Reader
Review
'Kept me absolutely hooked throughout!’ Reader Review

Published
September
2021

Published
January
2022

Published
February
2022

Crime and
Thriller

Nina Manning
Nina Manning studied psychology and was a restaurant-owner and private
chef (including to members of the royal family). She is the founder and cohost of Sniffing The Pages, a book review podcast. She lives in Oxfordshire.
Queen Bee – published January 2022
Praise for Nina Manning:
'Heart-stopping, pacy and tension filled. Highly recommended.' Claire Allan,
USA Today Bestseller
'Compelling and claustrophobic, Nina is an exciting new voice and
definitely one to watch' Phoebe Morgan

• Nina Manning has sold
nearly 250,000 copies
• Top 10 bestseller in
Canada and Australia,
Top 50 US and UK
• 11 books under contract
• Italian translation sold
(Newton Compton). All
other rights available

'Chilling and creepy. An atmospheric and addictive debut.' Diane Jeffrey
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2020
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2020

Crime and Thriller

Owen Mullen

Owen Mullen is a highly regarded crime and thriller author who lives in Scotland. In his
earlier life he lived in London and worked as a musician and session singer. Owen writes
two series for Boldwood: the PI Charlie Cameron crime series set in Glasgow and the Glass
Family thriller series set in London. He has previously been longlisted for the prestigious
McIlvanney Crime Book of the Year prize.
Hustle – published January 2022
Praise for Owen Mullen:
• 11 books
under
contract
• World
translation
rights
available,
excluding
German
and Italian
rights for
Games
People Play

'Owen Mullen knows how to ramp up the action just when it’s needed… he never fails to
give you hard-hitting thrillers that have moments that will stay with you forever...’ Reader
Review
'One of the very best thriller writers I have ever read.’ Reader Review
The PI Charlie Cameron Series

Other crime novels:

The Glass Family Thrillers

Crime and
Thriller

Amanda Rigby
Amanda Rigby is the nom de plume of the writing partnership between
Amanda Ashby and Sally Rigby. Both authors live in New Zealand, have been
friends for eighteen years, and agree about everything (except musicals). They
decided to collaborate on a psychological thriller which they then entered into a
competition, run by Boldwood, which they won!
I Will Find You – publishing March 2022
Praise for Amanda Rigby:

‘Kept me hooked right from the start, it definitely kept me guessing and had me
gripped. Another great page turner from Sally Rigby… roll on the next one!’
Reader Review
• Remember Me? is a Top
10 US bestseller
• 2 books under contract
• World translation
rights available

‘I would follow this author anywhere she wants to go with a book because she
writes fabulously.’ Reader Review
‘Sat up most of the night reading this to the end, I had to finish it in one sitting’
Reader Review
Published
November 2021

Crime and
Thriller

Gemma Rogers
Gemma Rogers was inspired to write gritty thrillers by a traumatic event in
her own life nearly twenty years ago. Stalker was her debut novel and marked
the beginning of a new writing career. Gemma lives in West Sussex with her
husband, two daughters and bulldog Buster.
The Feud – publishing May 2022
Praise for Gemma Rogers:

• Gemma Rogers has
sold over 100,000
copies
• She has been a Top 50
bestseller in the UK,
Canada and Australia
• 8 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available

'A brilliant thriller from an exciting new voice. Stalker had me on the edge of
my seat.' Kerry Barnes
'An atmospheric, taut thriller which keeps you hooked from the first page. An
exceptional debut.' Jacqui Rose
‘A beautifully written edge-of-your-seat thriller that had me guessing right
until the end.’ Dreda Say Mitchell
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Crime and
Thriller

Diane Saxon
Diane Saxon previously wrote romantic fiction for the US market but has now
turned to writing psychological crime. Find Her Alive was her first novel in this
genre and introduced series character DS Jenna Morgan. She is married to a
retired policeman and lives in Shropshire.
The Ex - published March 2021
Praise for Diana Saxon:
'Compulsive, addictive and gripping - a truly five star read! Diane Saxon is name
to look out for!' Geraldine Hogan

• The DS Jenna
Morgan series has
sold over 60,000
copies
• Top 100 bestseller
in the UK, Australia
and Canada
• 7 books under
contract
• World translation
rights available,
excluding Italian
(Newton Compton)

'A nail-biting psychological thriller you won’t forget in a hurry.' Cherry Adair
‘The characters are well rounded and the story had an excellent pace, I started
reading this and became very reluctant to put it down, which is always the mark
of a good read. A solid 4.5* read for me.’ Caroline Marston, UK Crime Book Club
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Crime and
Thriller

L.H. Stacey
L. H. Stacey is the bestselling psychological suspense author of five novels. Alongside her writing
she is a fulltime sales director for an office furniture company and has been a nurse, an emergency
first response instructor and a PADI Staff Instructor. She lives near Doncaster with her husband.

The Serial Killer’s Girl – publishing April 2022
Praise for Lynda Stacey:
‘Lynda Stacey is up there with Nora Roberts and Karen Rose when it comes to writing jaw-dropping,
nerve-twisting and addictive tales spiced with intrigue, passion and suspense’ Reader Review
‘Lynda Stacey knows how to write a psychological thriller and is very adept at building suspense
throughout.’ Reader Review

•
•

4 books under
contract
World translation
rights available

‘Lynda is a fantastic storyteller - setting the scene in a very descriptive way and bringing characters
to life that you just have to emphasize with - so much emotion!!!’ Reader Review

Published
July 2021

Crime and
Thriller

Alex Stone
Alex Stone Alex Stone, originally an accountant from the West Midlands, is now a
psychological suspense writer based in Dorset. This beautiful and dramatic
coastline is the inspiration and setting for her novels. She was awarded the Katie
Fforde Bursary in 2019.
The Perfect Daughter – published October 2021
Praise for The Perfect Daughter:
‘I loved this debut thriller by Alex Stone!’ Reader Review
‘I was captivated from the first chapter and was determined to finish it in two
days.’ Reader Review

•
•
•
•

Over 30,000 copies
sold
Top 100 in UK, US,
Australia and Canada
4 books under contract
World translation
rights available,
excluding Italian
(Newton Compton)

‘So many psychological twists. This is a definite must read --- the ending was jaw
dropping!!’ Reader Review
‘A brilliant debut’ Bestselling author Erin Green
‘A fantastic read’ Life coach and author Lisa Phillips

